Real People and Reality

These are real people with real destiny
albeit different fates.
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Real People and Reality
www.pattniconnection.com
Celebrating One hundredth web-hits

What is reality?
Reality is factual truth, a little something that we
share and grow spiritually in our awareness and in
our consciousness so that we come together on a
common platform to exchange, to regard and to
review divinity, or knowledge, or reality or call it
“some interesting knowledge or fact”. As long as it is
something from which our enthusiasm enhances to
all together realise that yesterdays are bygones and
we cannot do anything to alter the historical
bygones. Tomorrow shall be finally in the hands of
REALITY the supreme God. Today is the only day,
now is the only moment we all have each one of us
to share with each other. That is what we are exactly
doing by getting together on a platform – we are
communicating; we are graciously exchanging
information; some useful, others more enlightening,
and yet others divinely interesting.
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Let us all together rejoice “today”! Our enthusiasm
and motivation and encouragement and more
importantly our self-respect towards one another
has enabled www.pattniconnection.com to thrive
towards ‘Today’ a moment to cherish in victorious
glory of friendship, compassion, love and humanity
through a common platform of a website. Relishing
this reality gives me great pleasure and immense joy
to be glad to be part of this beautiful reality in my
writings and whatsoever I could contribute towards
the grandeur of www.pattniconnection.com
So stop pacing the aisles and counting the miles.
Instead; let us swim more rivers, climb more
mountains, run more marathons; dance to more
music, play more melodies of love; kiss more babies,
count more stars; give more; grant our shoulders to
the older without making them feel helpless; let us
all together give our best better than best in the
little real ways we can in the subtle little ways we
can to one another without making each other
aware of the fact that we care, we are divinely interrelated, inter-connected and co-related.
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Let us laugh more and cry less. Let us all together go
barefoot more often. Let us make one another feel
good about each other and let us be there for one
another to listen and to guide without envy,
jealousy, greed, selfishness and anger.
Oh reality is when we let go of our barriers and
become child-like, to play more, to eat more ice
creams; to ride more merry-go-rounds. Reality is to
watch more sunsets and let go of all the noise and
haste and all this that and the other. Oh reality is
about life of life itself and the real people in our
lives. Let us therefore cherish our lives. Let us pray
together that Life must be lived as we go along
without humps on the faces and without creases on
the foreheads. Laughing more means reality.
Reality implies that we share common truth which
is unquestionable nor without a dual meaning the
actual fact or the universally accepted factual truth.
Therefore, “Reality” means universal truth based on
universal consciousness. We come together by grace
of God Supreme. We meet to create some most
wonderful realities of life – some beautiful truths.
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To spread our wings and to spread our light across
the universe to spread Divinity is to spread gesture
of goodwill good intention, good knowledge,
wisdom based on experience and healing based on
compassion and humanity.
Real people are people who are comfortable with
their own truth. They love their own uniqueness.
They do their own things, with no need to apologize
for being what they are. Yet they are always
becoming more than they are.
Real people stand just as tall as they ought to be, no
more or no less, neither walking on tiptoe nor
hanging their heads. They ask only to be taken for
exactly what they are. Nor do they make other
people feel that they are expected to be ten feet tall
in a world where all are stunted by their own fears.
Real people have their daydreams, like all normal
strivers. But they don't wallow in them. They accept
their limitations and are content with achievement
goals. They pick their goals with some advertence to
the talent at hand. Escapism is a moderate diversion
in their way of life.
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Flight from effort or from involvement with others
is not a routine survival tactic for real people.
Real people are prone to be hurt; at least a little.
They care enough for other people's love to feel the
hurt of being ignored, misunderstood or rejected.
And their own experience of hurt makes them
sensitive to other people's pain. Real people aren't
hard to talk to. They invite communicativeness
because somehow or other, they make everybody
feel their kinship with the human heart. Wherever
you are, in loneliness, bitterness, shyness, or fright,
they have a way of making you feel they have been
there ahead of you. Consequently, they care. Real
people are like a pair of protective hands over the
shoulders of a child. They are quick with laughter;
they are not ashamed of tears; they are comfortable
to be with because they let you know who they are.
The burden of “today” is a great joy and reality
worth relishing with you all now in delight!
Tomorrow may or may not be. Live for today! Live
for this moment! Live to love! Love to last!
Jyotikar Pattni @ www.hanss.co.uk 8.8.07
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Inspiration Is a Fragile Thing; just a breeze, touching the
hot air balloon, to safely land on the green foliage of a
city park. It’s like the whispering winds as if just a
whisper from the soul of a friend pushing us swiftly; just
a line of verse clipped from some book. Inspiration...
Who can say where it is born, and why it leaves us?
Who can tell the reasons for its being or not being?
Only this... I can think inspiration comes from the Heart
of Heaven...To give the lift of wings, and the breath of
divine music to those of us who are earthbound. Love.
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Today August 8th 2007, would have been the birthday
of our beloved Brother Dr. Bharat Kaku Pattni.
The reality is a truth. Truth is that there is a whisper from
the spiritual world to our human world. It becomes
inspiration when we listen to the soft gracious vibes of
the spiritual world that is in constant communion with
our world at the dawn and the dusk.
To the grandeur of www.pattniconnection.com
And its gallant glory of being a website that
promotes dharma, togetherness, information and
brings together Pattni’s across the Globe!
Jaya Ambe Maa!

Love and Divine regards to each and every Pattni
across the Globe….
Jyotikar Pattni [ August 8th 2007]
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